Showcase: Workshop
Creatively stimulated
Flamboyance - Feast Festival: The City library artist
in residence Richard Boyle, led an engaging flamingo
crochet workshop. The session was fully booked as
people strolled in and stayed for the entire
experience. Conversation flowed non-stop &
participants enjoyed learning, creating & connecting
with each other. As part of the residency, Richard also
assembled a vibrant exhibition of crocheted
flamingos including community creations.
“Richard was an excellent & encouraging teacher! I
went into this workshop knowing absolutely nothing
and I managed to create something I was proud of!
I’m excited to build on this skill and (eventually)
make something impressive!” Workshop participant

Richard’s interview on Radio Adelaide
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Showcase: Public Art
Aesthetic enrichment
The humble pigeon is elevated to new heights with
the installation in Gawler Place of Pigeon, a homage
to those feathery urban dwellers that inhabit many
city centres, including our own Rundle Mall. Pigeon is
a larger than life geometric sculpture created by
South Australian artist Paul Sloan positioned in
southern Gawler Place. It has transformed that part
of the street into a space that invites people to stop,
connect and discover.
“I see pigeons as proud flaneurs, promenading
through our leisure and retail precincts. They are
the quiet witnesses of our day-to-day activities in
the city, our observers from day through to night.”
Paul Sloan, artist

Art in Adelaide: Pigeon
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Showcase: Online exhibition experience
New knowledge, ideas and insight
Arts and Cultural Grant recipients Post Dining were
due to present Hunt and Gather: an Exhibition of
Hospitality at the Migration Museum which would
have included food demonstrations and interactive
components. As an example of how an organisation
pivoted due to COVID-19 shutdowns they instead
presented their exhibition online. Currently 3 culture’s
food are represented with videos, drawings, photos
and recipes, including; Latvian, Persian & Kaurna.
“Being able to have face-to-face consultation from
Uncle Tamaru was also another huge learning
opportunity and as a company we have since gone
on to grow our networks within local Aboriginal
communities.” Stephanie Daughtry, Post Dining - grant recipient

Hunt & Gather online
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Showcase: Live Music
Diversity of cultural expression
Treaty was a free community event presented as

part of NAIDOC Week 2020 at Tandanya National
Aboriginal Cultural Institute that showcased
some of SA’s best First Nations artists including
J MILLA, Katie Lee Aspel, Dem Mob, Tilly Tjala
Thomas, Rulla Kelly-Mansell (RKM), MRLN, Sonz
of Serpent and MC Natasha Marie Wanganeen.
A tentpole event of Umbrella Festival Presents:
GO LIVE, a Council partnership initiative
encouraging diverse audiences to safely enjoy SA
music and support the recovery of the live music
sector post-COVID.
“Thanks so much again for doing such a great job
of making J feel fantastic and giving him this
opportunity to perform at such a significant
event.” J MILLA’s manager, Chryss Carr
Treaty - NAIDOC Week 2020
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Showcase: Exhibition
Belonging to a shared cultural heritage
Treasure of Pageants Past was a dual-site exhibition
across the Adelaide Town Hall and City Library
featuring Adelaide Christmas Pageant memorabilia
from its 88-year history. This exhibition provided
audiences with unique up close and personal
viewing experiences of some of the pageants’ most
loved floats, designs, costumes, props, historic
programs and photography.
“Brought back many happy and exciting memories
of attending as a child and adult. Thank you for this
special experience” Ellen, exhibition attendee

Treasure of Pageants Past
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